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Abstract—In this work, we present a new technique called Bagof-tensors. This research aims to create a new method for video
description based on tensors which takes into account the nature
of the tensor and its anisotropic properties. Therefore, the Bag-oftensors is composed by three main steps: Feature extraction with
tensor creation, coding based on tensor clustering and aggregated
pooling. For the task of human action recognition, we used
the KTH dataset. Our experiments show that this technique is
promising and interesting to be further explored.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Human action recognition is a research field with application in several areas such as video indexing, surveillance,
human-computer interfaces, among others. Several works in
literature tackle this problem by extracting a set of descriptors
and comparing them throughout a similarity measure. In the
past years, several descriptors have been proposed.
The use of tensors is gaining space in image and video classification. An interesting set of works about tensor descriptors
for human action recognition is presented in [1]–[6]. All those
tensor-based descriptors are obtained by an aggregation of all
tensors extracted on each frame.
The drawback of those tensor-based methods is that aggregation of several tensors could lead to an isotropic tensor,
which does not have any information of direction. Our hypothesis is that the combination of visual dictionary based methods
with orientation tensors in all steps could provide better motion
descriptors. Our proposal is, then, to present a new method for
video description based on tensors which takes into account
the nature of the tensor and its anisotropic properties.
Contributions: The main contribution of this work is to
present a new method for video description based on tensors
which takes into account the anisotropic properties of tensors.
The core of this method is a new tensor clustering technique
to create a visual dictionary. The tensor clustering associated
with an aggregated pooling leads to the new method called
Bag-of-tensors.
A. Related work
Human action recognition can be regarded as the combination of three main steps: (i) feature extraction; (ii) descriptor
creation and (iii) action classification. Therefore, techniques
for human action recognition can be categorized by various
criteria. We could classify the existing methods based on the

type of features. Thus, the methods are categorized into the
following classes: Global appearance and motion descriptors
and Bag-of-features representations.
The majority of tensor approaches can be categorized in
global appearance and motion descriptors. An interesting set
of works about tensor descriptors for human action recognition
is presented in [1]–[6]. Those works explored five different
approaches to use tensor descriptors: accumulating optical
flow projections [1]; accumulating histogram of gradients [2];
combining optical flow and histogram of gradients tensors
[5]; combining multiple histogram of gradients [3]; combining
multiple gradient estimators [4]; and accumulating tensors
based on variable size block matching algorithm [6].
In all cases, descriptors are obtained by an aggregation
of all tensors extracted on each frame. Moreover, all works
used tensors as vectors in euclidean space, not relying on
its anisotropic properties. However, even with these simple
descriptors, they were able to be competitive with state-ofthe-art methods achieving up to 93% of recognition rate on
KTH dataset [5].
The majority of state-of-the-art methods uses bag-offeatures representations with combination of several features,
such as trajectories, histogram of gradients, histogram of
optical flow and motion boundary histogram, achieving up to
95.3% of recognition rate on KTH dataset [7].
Those works raised us a question: Could the combination of
bag-of-features based methods with orientation tensors provide
better motion descriptors for human action recognition? That
is the question we are aiming to answer with this ongoing
research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present the technical background needed to a better
understanding of our method. In Section III, we provide a
detailed description of our approach. Finally, in Section IV,
we carry out experiments on a benchmark action dataset.
II. T ECHNICAL BACKGROUND
A. Orientation tensor
An orientation tensor is a representation of local orientation
which takes the form of an m x m real symmetric matrix for
m-dimensional signals. Given a vector ~v with m elements, it
can be represented by the tensor T = ~v~v T . Note that the
well-known structure tensor is a specific case of orientation
tensor [8].

Geometric interpretation of this tensor is very attractive to
motion description. Given the set of eigenvalues of a tensor, it
can have a spear, a plate or a ball component being dominant,
which indicates the dominant direction of the tensor. Thus, for
motion description, we are interested in anisotropic tensors,
which has information of direction.

A. Feature extraction with tensor creation

B. Histogram of gradients
The partial derivatives, or gradient, obtained by the filtering
of the j-th video frame at pixel p is defined as the vector:


∂Ij (p) ∂Ij (p) ∂Ij (p)
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~gt (p) = [dx dy dt] =
∂x
∂y
∂t

Other features can be used in this process. Since it is an
ongoing research, we also intend to test other features. One
may note that different from tensors descriptors presented
in Section IA, tensor accumulation will only appear on the
pooling step.

or, equivalently, in spherical coordinates ~st (p) = [ρp θp ψp ]
with θp ∈ [0, π], ψp ∈ [0, 2π) and ρp = ||~gt (p)||, indicate
brightness variation that might be the result of local motion.
The gradient of all n points of the image Ij can be compactly represented by a tridimensional histogram of gradients
~hj = {hk,l }, k ∈ [1, nbθ ] and l ∈ [1, nbψ ], where nbθ and nbψ
are respectively the number of cells for θ and ψ coordinates.
We chose a uniform subdivision of the angle intervals to
populate nbθ · nbψ bins (Eq. 1), since it achieves good results
and it is fast to compute.
X
hk,l =
ρp · wp ,
(1)

B. Coding
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all points whose angles map to k and l bins, and wp is a per
pixel weighting factor which can be uniform or gaussian as in
[9]. The whole gradient field is then represented by a vector
~hj with nbθ · nbψ elements.
j

C. Bag-of-features
The bag-of-features [10] method (BoF), or bag-of-visualfeatures, is a visual analog to the traditional Bag-of-Words
(BoW) representations for text retrieval [11]. The main idea
is to represent a histogram of word occurrences in order to
provide a compact representation for the text.
Thus, for a bag-of-visual-features technique we consider
that an image/video is composed of visual words. A visual
word is a local segment in an image, defined either by a region
(image patch or blob) either by a reference point within its
neighborhood. The analysis of visual words occurrences and
configurations allows us to detect frequent occurrence patterns.
The standard process to create a feature vector with a
BoF based approach follows three steps: (i) low-level local
descriptor extraction, (ii) coding, which performs a pointwise
transformation of the descriptors into a representation better adapted to the task (codebook) and (iii) pooling, which
summarizes the coded features over larger neighborhoods.
Classification algorithms are then trained on the final vectors
obtained.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
In this Section, we present our new technique called Bagof-tensors composed by three steps: Feature extraction with
tensor creation, coding and pooling.

The feature extraction step obtain gradients for each frame.
The histogram of gradients (HOG) with m bins ~hj , computed
for j-th frames, can, then, be coded in a tensor as follows:
T HOG = ~hj~hTj ,

The coding step is an essential part of BoF pipeline as it
computes the codebook. The majority of BoF techniques uses
the k-means cluster algorithm.
In order to take into account the nature of the tensor and its
anisotropic properties, coding step cannot be performed with
regular k-means method. It is necessary a tensor clustering step
based on eigenvectors and eigenvalues, therefore, orientation
tensor can be clustered with its form and energy. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no works dealing with
tensor clustering of tensor features applied to human action
recognition.
In our work, we developed a new tensor clustering composed by two levels: an eigenvector based level and an
eigenvalue based level.
Given a set of orientation tensors {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn }, where
each tensor is created from a HOG3D, our tensor clustering
is a modified k-means clustering aiming to partition the n
tensors into k(≤ n) sets S = {S1 , S2 , ..., Sk } so as to
minimize the distance d based on eigenvector, i. e., tensors
are being clustered by its form. In other words, its objective
is to minimize:
d(T1 , T2 ) = kI − ET 1 ET 2 k

(2)

where I is the identity matrix and ET is the set of eigenvectors
of a tensor T .
This first clustering gives sets of tensors grouped by its
form. We need now to cluster by its energy, i. e., using the
eigenvalues. Therefore, each m−order tensor is represented
by [λ1 − λ2 , λ2 − λ3 , ..., λn − λn+1 , ..., λm ] and a k-means
is performed in each set Si from the first level of clustering
partitioning in new sets S 0 = {S1,1 , S1,2 , ..., S1,k2 , ..., Sk1 ,k2 }.
Thus, our codebook is created by a two-level tensor clustering which takes into account eigenvectors and eigenvalues
of a set of orientation tensors. The first level has k1 clusters
and the second level cluster each k1 into k2 clusters creating
k1 ∗ k2 tensor codewords.
C. Pooling
The pooling step counts the occurrences for every visual
word in every video to form the histograms which will
constitute the BoF representation for those videos. Standard
bag-of-features method loose information on the pooling step

when it describes all codeword cluster information with a
single value.
Inspired by the work of [12], we could change the pooling
step by aggregating tensors based on its distance to the central
codeword. We argue that with a codebook created using
anisotropic properties we could add more information to the
descriptor and improve recognition. The main idea is that after
the two-level tensor clustering, we aggregate tensors based
on its distance to the central codeword. Therefore, instead of
being represented with a histogram of codeword occurrences,
the video will be represented by an orientation tensor that
represents the tendency of motion of each codeword. Thus,
the video descriptor ~vd is represented by
~vd = [TS1,1 , ..., TSk1 ,k2 ]

(3)

where TSi,j is the accumulation of all tensors from cluster Si,j
and ~vd is the concatenation of k1 ∗ k2 tensors.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we used the benchmark video dataset
KTH [13]. This consists of six human action classes. Each
action class is performed several times by 25 subjects. The
sequences were recorded in four different scenarios: outdoors,
outdoors with scale variation, outdoors with different clothes
and indoors. The background is homogeneous and static in
most sequences. In total, the database consists of 2391 video
samples (Figure 1).

that tensor clustering really needs to rely on anisotropic
properties. Therefore, all experimental results in this section
was performed with our two-level tensor clustering method.
Our results for the HOG3D 2x4 are depicted in Tables I, II,
III and IV.
TABLE I
R ECOGNITION RATES (%) FOR KTH DATASET USING A HOG3D 2 X 4
WITH 8 X 8 GRID AND k1 = 4 AND k2 = 2, I . E ., 8 TENSOR CODEWORDS .
Percentage
10

30

50

Iterations
10
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30

Standard pooling
34.9
34.6
35.9
36.8
35.2
34.8
35.8
35.6
34.3

Tensor pooling
50.0
48.4
53.4
50.5
52.9
50.6
53.5
51.3
51.7

TABLE II
R ECOGNITION RATES (%) FOR KTH DATASET USING A HOG3D 2 X 4
WITH 8 X 8 GRID AND k1 = 8 AND k2 = 4, I . E ., 32 TENSOR CODEWORDS .
Percentage
10

30

50

Iterations
10
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30

Standard pooling
42.2
41.5
45.1
44.4
42.7
43.7
43.9
45.5
44.5

Tensor pooling
60.1
61.7
61.8
59.8
60.7
59.3
61.8
59.2
58.5

TABLE III
R ECOGNITION RATES (%) FOR KTH DATASET USING A HOG3D 2 X 4
WITH 8 X 8 GRID AND k1 = 16 AND k2 = 8, I . E ., 128 TENSOR
CODEWORDS .
Percentage
10

30

Fig. 1.

Examples of videos from KTH dataset [13]

We evaluated our descriptor in a classification task and
followed the same evaluation protocol proposed by the authors
of the dataset with an SVM classifier.
For each experiment, we vary the percentage of tensors
from each video (10, 30, 50) used to create the codebook. All
tensors are randomly selected. We have a fixed number of bins
of the HOG3D (2x4). In order to have a more local motion
information, the HOG3D is extracted from a 8x8 subdivision
of each video frame [2]. We vary k1 and k2 to analyze
the impact of more codewords ({4, 2}, {8, 4}, {16, 8}). We
compare the standard pooling with our tensor pooling.
Experiments with standard k-means on our tensors did not
achieve good results, reaching a maximum of 30% of recognition rate even with the aggregated pooling. This showed

Iterations
10
20
30
10
20
30

Standard pooling
51.4
50.2
51.3
48.9
51.3
52.5

Tensor pooling
61.1
62.6
63.7
62.2
59.7
61.5

TABLE IV
R ECOGNITION RATES (%) FOR KTH DATASET USING A HOG3D 2 X 4
WITH 8 X 8 GRID AND k1 = 32 AND k2 = 16, I . E ., 512 TENSOR
CODEWORDS .
Percentage
10

30

Iterations
10
20
30
10
20
30

Standard pooling
50.9
54.0
51.6
53.5
54.1
53.7

Tensor pooling
62.8
64.2
62.3
64.2
63.6
64.3

We can note that in all cases, the aggregated pooling is
better than the standard pooling, which shows that our tensor
pooling carries more information to describe the video.
From the number of iterations, we can see that our tensor
clustering converges fast reaching good results with only 10
iterations. We believe that with more iterations we could
improve the results. However, it is necessary to study the
impact of computational time.

It is interesting to note that the percentage of tensors
extracted has little impact on recognition rate. In some cases,
using only 10% of tensors, we could achieve the same result as
using 30% of tensors. In fact, we note again that tensors carry
more information and we do not need a big amount of tensors
to achieve good performance. Moreover, we have to highlight
that accumulation of many tensors could lead to an isotropic
tensor, thus, a strategy that uses less tensors could have a
better convergence. This is a very important conclusion since
all previous tensor descriptors from literature use all tensors
of a video, which can be very time-consuming.
As the number of tensor codewords increase, the better
is the result. That is expected as more similar tensors are
accumulated if we have more clusters.
These first experimental results lead us to a good insight: a
vocabulary based method that relies on the properties of a tensor can improve recognition rate for human action recognition.
Therefore, this ongoing research has room for improvement
and seems to be walking on the right path.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work we presented an ongoing research which
created a new method called Bag-of-tensors. This method,
based on tensor clustering, aims to create a video descriptor
taking into account the nature of orientation tensors and its
anisotropies properties. It is important to note that, tensor
properties are often neglected by literature. In general, works
that use tensors for video description are not interested in
discuss its nature, using tensors as vectors in euclidean space.
However, the tensor space must be understood and used
regarding its anisotropic properties.
Our experimental results raised some important insights:
Tensor clustering cannot be treated in a naive way, the
tensor must be understood and used regarding its anisotropic
properties; and, tensor aggregation adds more information to
video descriptor than histograms. Therefore, we believe that
this is a promising approach and can be further compared
to state-of-the-art methods. For now, we are far below from
state-of-the-art results, comparing our 64.2% with more than
93% of recognition rate. However, we are using only HOG3D
with 2x4 bins extracted from only 10% of tensors from a
video dataset and only 512 codewords. We believe that as we
augment the number of bins and the number of codewords,
we could improve our results in order to be competitive.
Therefore, to fulfill the gap between our initial results and
the state-of-the-art, we intend to explore other features that
can be coded into orientation tensors, such as, histogram of
optical flows and dense trajectories. Moreover, we intend to
explore other aggregation techniques on pooling step. Finally,
the combination of features is also possible with our technique,
indeed, we could analyze in which step the combination of
features leads to better results.
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